Abstract-With high performance interconnects and parallel file systems, running MapReduce over modern High Performance Computing (HPC) clusters has attracted much attention due to its uniqueness of solving data analytics problems with a combination of Big Data and HPC technologies. Since the MapReduce architecture relies heavily on the availability of local storage media, the Lustrebased global storage in HPC clusters poses many new opportunities and challenges. In this paper, we perform a comprehensive study on different MapReduce over Lustre deployments and propose a novel high-performance design of YARN MapReduce on HPC clusters by utilizing Lustre as the additional storage provider for intermediate data. With a deployment architecture where both local disks and Lustre are utilized for intermediate data storage, we propose a novel priority directory selection scheme through which RDMAenhanced MapReduce can choose the best intermediate storage during runtime by on-line profiling. Our results indicate that, we can achieve 44 percent performance benefit for shuffle-intensive workloads in leadership-class HPC systems. Our priority directory selection scheme can improve the job execution time by 63 percent over default MapReduce while executing multiple concurrent jobs. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first such comprehensive study for YARN MapReduce with Lustre and RDMA.
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INTRODUCTION
B IG Data processing and High Performance Computing are two disruptive technologies that are converging to meet the challenges exposed by large-scale data processing and storage. According to recent IDC reports [1] , [2] , 67 percent of HPC centers say that they perform jobs that can be categorized as High Performance Data Analysis (HPDA) workloads. The revenues of these workloads are expected to grow extensively, increasing from $ 743.8 million in 2012 to almost $ 1.4 billion in 2017. Additionally, the storage revenue for high performance data analysis on HPC systems will near almost a billion by 2017, IDC says. Hadoop MapReduce [3] is increasingly being used on modern HPC clusters [4] , [5] to process HPDA workloads because of its scalability and fault tolerance. The benefits of running Hadoop MapReduce over modern HPC clusters with high performance interconnects (e.g., InfiniBand) and parallel file systems (e.g., Lustre) have attracted much attention in recent studies [6] , [7] , [8] , [9] , [10] , [11] , [12] , [13] due to its uniqueness of solving Big Data processing problems with a combination of Big Data and HPC technologies.
Motivation
The Hadoop MapReduce framework typically runs over the Hadoop Distributed File System (HDFS) [14] , and takes advantage of multiple local disks on compute nodes to achieve better data-locality. However, most modern HPC clusters [4] , [5] tend to follow the traditional Beowulf architecture [15] , [16] model, where the compute nodes are provisioned with a lightweight operating system, and either a disk-less or a limited-capacity local storage [17] . At the same time, they are connected to a sub-cluster of dedicated I/O nodes with enhanced parallel file systems, such as Lustre, which can provide fast and scalable data storage solutions. Fig. 1 illustrates how Lustre is deployed on most modern HPC clusters and shows an example of launching YARN MapReduce jobs on these clusters.
This architecture is not naively conducive for default MapReduce because these clusters usually have small-capacity local disks and this prevents default MapReduce jobs with large-scale data sizes to run. Table 1 shows the usable storage comparison between local disks and Lustre on modern HPC clusters (TACC Stampede [4] and SDSC Gordon [5] ) and it clearly proves the claim mentioned above. Such a contradiction leads to sub-optimal performance for default MapReduce running on HPC clusters. Recent studies [9] , [10] have also demonstrated that default Hadoop MapReduce can not efficiently leverage large capacity parallel file systems on modern HPC clusters.
For most of the high-performance Lustre installations on HPC clusters, utilizing Lustre as local storage for MapReduce jobs through file system write and read operations may seem to be intuitive and preferable as a high-speed data shuffle path because of high-throughput read/write operations of Lustre. However, the transmission time inside Lustre (among the Object Storage Servers) depends on many factors such as cluster interconnect, workload variation, number of concurrent processes accessing Lustre, etc. These factors may introduce read and write overhead in Lustre for a MapReduce job running with many concurrent maps and reduces, each of them reading from or writing to the file system. Since both the execution framework of the MapReduce and the applications utilize the underlying file system in a black-box manner, tuning Lustre-internal parameters for optimum MapReduce job performance is impractical. On the other hand, high-performance interconnects, such as InfiniBand and 10/40 Gigabit Ethernet, are commonly used for data movement amongst the compute nodes on modern HPC clusters. They can provide extremely low latency and high bandwidth. Such a highspeed data movement path can also be utilized for data shuffling from mappers to reducers as an alternative strategy where a significantly less number of processes read from Lustre, thereby reduces the contention. Moreover, Lustre and local disks can also be used in a combined manner as the intermediate storage for which different shuffle approaches would be appropriate based on the storage access type. On such hybrid architecture, detecting the better storage during job execution runtime may help to avoid the overhead of low-performance intermediate data storage.
Recent studies [7] , [11] have proposed enhanced MapReduce designs (e.g., HOMR [11] ) to leverage RDMA-enabled high-performance interconnects to significantly speedup MapReduce job performance. This motivates us to answer the question: Can YARN MapReduce be redesigned to fully utilize the benefits of all available storage (Lustre and local disks for large capacity) and RDMA (ultra performance) in a combined manner?
To enhance performance of YARN MapReduce over Lustre, we need to choose a higher-throughput shuffle strategy with intelligent selection of storage during runtime, which leads us to the following broad design challenges: 1) What shuffle strategies can be adopted for RDMAenhanced MapReduce over Lustre? How to further optimize the designs for different shuffle strategies by exploiting the performance characteristics of numerous Lustre installations on HPC clusters? 2) Is dynamic switching from one shuffle strategy to another necessary? How to achieve this transparently based on run-time performance behavior? 3) How to prioritize the intermediate data directories
consisting of both Lustre as well as local disks and choose the highest performant storage dynamically? 4) How much performance benefits can be achieved by utilizing different shuffle strategies as well as intermediate data placement policies for YARN MapReduce jobs in leadership-class HPC clusters? Table 2 summarizes the existing research in the literature on different combinations of MapReduce designs with different file systems. As shown in the table, default and RDMAenhanced MapReduce designs have been well-evaluated with default and RDMA-enhanced HDFS designs. Default Apache MapReduce over Lustre with local storage has also been well studied. A more recent study [22] has examined the default MapReduce performance over Lustre without local storage, while our earlier works [10] , [23] are the first attempts to exploit performance improvement by leveraging RDMA for MapReduce over Lustre. In this paper, we identify three deployment architectures for MapReduce over Lustre: Shared-Input-Output (SIO), Shared-Storage (SS), and Hybrid (Hyb). As an extension of RDMA-enhanced MapReduce over Lustre [10] , [23] , this paper primarily focuses on the architecture where the intermediate data for MapReduce jobs can be stored in a combination of Lustre and local disks (Hyb). In this context, we propose the following.
Contributions
1) A new YARN MapReduce design with different
shuffle strategies and enhanced data placement policies over Lustre, using the concepts of RDMAenhanced HOMR [11] architecture. 2) Dynamic adaptation to choose one shuffle strategy over another (in SS and Hyb) to use all available resources in the most efficient manner. 3) A novel scheme for priority directory selection through which the better storage is chosen (in Hyb) for intermediate data during runtime of job execution. 4) Detailed performance evaluation of three different deployment architectures for MapReduce over Lustre on leadership-class HPC clusters. The experimental results show that, our adaptive shuffle strategy always scales better compared to the default shuffle approaches. We achieve up to 44 percent performance benefit for shuffle-intensive MapReduce applications in leadership-class HPC systems. With priority directory scheme, we achieve up to 63 percent performance benefit compared to default MapReduce with multiple concurrent job executions.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents background for this paper. A small description for RDMA-enhanced MapReduce is given in Section 3. We propose our design details in Section 4. Section 5 describes our detailed evaluation. Section 6 provides some related studies currently existing in the literature. We conclude in Section 7 with possible future work.
BACKGROUND
Hadoop/YARN MapReduce
Hadoop [3] is a popular open source implementation of the MapReduce [24] programming model. The Hadoop Distributed File System [3] , [14] is the primary storage for Hadoop cluster. For most Hadoop applications, it provides the storage for both input and output data. However, the intermediate data is kept on each node's local file system. In a typical Hadoop-1.x (MRv1) cluster, the master, a.k.a JobTracker is responsible for accepting jobs from clients as well as job scheduling and resource management. Whereas, Hadoop-2. x improves on the scalability limitation by introducing separate node and resource managers. In Hadoop-2.x, YARN (Yet Another Resource Negotiator) [25] decouples the resource management and scheduling functionality. There is a global ResourceManager (RM) responsible for assigning resources to all the jobs running on the Hadoop cluster. The NodeManager (NM) is similar to the TaskTracker in MRv1 with one NM running per node. For each application, there is an Application Master (AM). The AM coordinates with the RM and NMs to execute the corresponding tasks.
A MapReduce job is divided into several Map and ReduceTasks. Each MapTask is assigned a portion of the input file, called split or partition. MapTasks read their split from HDFS and applies the user-defined map() function on each key-value pair parsed from these data. It then sorts the data locally and writes the data to the intermediate data directory. After intermediate data is generated and stored in the local file system of each node, ReduceTasks start fetching this data from different map output files. This is known as the shuffle phase. A separate thread merges the shuffled data periodically and saves the merged data to local disks. After all the data is merged, ReduceTasks apply the user-defined reduce() function on the merged data and write the final output to the underlying file system.
Lustre
Lustre is a POSIX-compliant, stateful, object-based parallel file system that has been deployed on many large-scale supercomputing clusters and data centers. This file system has a scalable architecture with two primal componentsMeta Data Server (MDS) and Object Storage Server (OSS). To access a file, a client first obtains its meta data from the primary MDS, including file attributes, file permissions, and the layout of file objects. Subsequent file I/O operations are performed directly between the client and the OSS.
InfiniBand
InfiniBand [26] is an industry standard switched fabric that is designed for interconnecting nodes in HPC clusters. The TOP500 [27] rankings released in November 2015 indicate that more than 47 percent of the computing systems use InfiniBand as their primary interconnect. Remote Direct Memory Access (RDMA) is one of the main features of InfiniBand. It allows a process to read or update memory contents of a remote process without any CPU involvement at the remote side. InfiniBand offers various software layers through which it can be accessed. The verbs layer is the lowest access layer to InfiniBand. Verbs are used to transfer data and are completely OS-bypassed, i.e., there are no intermediate copies in the OS. RDMA utilizes this layer to achieve zerocopy data transfer. InfiniBand software stacks, such as OpenFabrics [28] , also provide driver for implementing the IP layer. This makes it possible to use the InfiniBand device as just another network interface available from the system with an IP address. Although the verbs layer in InfiniBand provides OS-bypass, the IP layer does not provide so. This layer is called "IP-over-IB" or IPoIB for short.
DESIGN OF HOMR
In this section, we describe the RDMA-based design of MapReduce with enhanced overlapping features. This design is presented in [11] and referred to as HOMR (Hybrid Overlapping in MapReduce). In addition to the RDMA-based shuffle engine, HOMR has other performance enhancing features, as shown in Fig. 2 . We discuss these features here in contrast to the default MapReduce framework.
RDMA-Based Shuffle
In HOMR, the shuffle phase is re-designed with RDMA over native InfiniBand. Compared to Java Sockets, RDMA has less data copy overhead; it can enable the network adapter to transfer data directly from application memory, without making copies in system buffers. To leverage the full performance benefits of RDMA, HOMR introduces advanced shuffle algorithms. Through these algorithms, each map output file is assigned a weight that signifies the importance of this data for merge and reduce phase progresses. Based on the weight value, the algorithm either chooses to shuffle the entire map output file at once or a fraction of the output file after dividing it into multiple packets. HOMR employs Static Data Distribution Manager (SDDM) unit to assign weights statically on different map outputs. The interaction between the shuffle algorithms and the RDMA operations are implemented by using Java Native Interface (JNI).
In-Memory Merge
In the default MapReduce framework, the entire map output file is transmitted on a single shuffle request in consecutive packets of 64 KB. The in-memory merger sorts and merges the data available at any given time and writes it to a local disk, if necessary. The local-fs merger periodically merges these merged outputs to the disk. HOMR prioritizes in-memory merge over on-disk to reduce the total number of disk accesses. As data can be retrieved much faster by using RDMA, it creates the opportunity to transfer one map output file in multiple communication steps instead of one. It also enables the merge phase to start as soon as some key-value pairs from all map output files reach the reducer.
Overlapping Across Phases
HOMR achieves maximum possible overlapping across different phases of MapReduce job execution. In the initial stage of the job execution, it can achieve overlapping across map, shuffle, and merge phases, similar to the default MapReduce framework. However, for default MapReduce, the reduce phase cannot start until all the data has been merged and kept on disk. HOMR improves on this by starting reduce operation as soon as some key-value pairs from all map locations get sorted and merged. Thus, it creates a nice execution pipeline after the map phase completes; letting the merge and reduce phases overlap with each other which leads to faster job execution.
Pre-Fetching and Caching
HOMR also incorporates an efficient caching technique for the intermediate data. For a large number of ReduceTasks, more requests for map output files arrive to a single TaskTracker. So, an efficient cache implementation can hide disk read overheads during shuffle.
Dynamic Adjustment of Shuffle
HOMR incorporates a Dynamic Detection and Adjustment Module (DDAM) which can dynamically adjust the weights assigned by the SDDM. As soon as it detects some priority map outputs based on the merge progress, it quickly adjusts the weights of those map locations. During subsequent shuffle for these map locations, TaskTracker sends more packets according to the adjusted weight assigned by ReduceTask.
HOMR OVER LUSTRE
In this section, we introduce the design details of HOMR over parallel file systems, such as Lustre. First, we discuss the architectural overview of this design and different deployment scenarios. Then, we introduce alternate shuffle strategies with different intermediate data storage and propose several design optimizations later.
Architectural Overview
As discussed in Section 2.1, YARN (MRv2) decouples many functionalities in the MapReduce framework. For example, the shuffle service in YARN is configured as a plug-in so that other shuffle implementations may work without any code changes in the framework. Although, HOMR not only enhances the shuffle service, but also introduces several other enhancements, we still keep the pluggable approach throughout our design in this architecture. Fig. 3a illustrates the architectural overview of HOMR in YARN. We introduce HOMRShuffle, a pluggable shuffle client that incorporates HOMRFetchers. HOMRFetcher provides the RDMA-based shuffle engine with enhanced shuffle algorithms, as discussed in Section 3.1. Similar to HOMR over HDFS, this design also consists of a Static Data Distribution Manager (shown in right side of Fig. 3b ) that assigns an initial set of static weights based on a greedy approach to bring as much data as possible in the early stage of shuffle phase. However, the Dynamic Adjustment Module may alter the weights to bring specific map output data more compared to the rest to make the merge and reduce phases progress faster.
Because of the in-memory approach, HOMR merge phase is maintained by HOMRMerger that is different from the default merge operation. After performing an in-memory merge operation, it keeps evicting the already sorted key-value pairs for executing user-defined reduce() on it. It ensures correctness by making sure that it does not evict any key-value pair that is not globally sorted. It also improves performance by identifying which map location output is more preferred for faster execution of the pipeline. To do so, it keeps track of the shuffled key-value pairs after each merge operation.
As opposed to TaskTrackers in MRv1, YARN introduces NodeManagers which act as servers in the shuffle phase. Like the default plug-in approach, we introduce HOMRShuffleHandler here. However, unlike the default ShuffleHandler, it can perform pre-fetching and caching also to provide fast shuffle service to the ReduceTasks. The SDDM unit assigns weights here as well to decide how much data to be pre-fetched for any particular map output.
Running MapReduce over parallel global file systems, such as Lustre, opens new possibilities for enhanced shuffle algorithms. We initially consider two different shuffle approaches for HOMR-RDMA and Read, that can be selected by the Fetch Selector, as shown in Fig. 3b . Fetch Selector unit provides dynamic detection of which shuffle approach is faster and chooses appropriate copiers. The Dynamic Adjustment Module is responsible to provide functionality for dynamic adjustments of statically assigned weights as well as switching from one shuffle strategy to the other, which establishes the third shuffle approachhybrid. Each ReduceTask is also equipped with a configurable profiler which can profile each intermediate data storage performance in terms of I/O throughput. Further discussion on this profiler is provided in Section 4.6.
System Deployment Architectures
YARN MapReduce can be configured in several ways to run on top of parallel file systems based on the intermediate data directories. We categorize these into three different system architectures.
Fig. 4 presents these system architectures. In a SharedInput-Output Architecture as shown in Fig. 4a , YARN MapReduce over Lustre can be deployed in a similar way as is done over default HDFS. In this deployment, the intermediate data directory is configured with node-local storage systems, such as local HDD or SSD. However, input and output directories are configured using Lustre locations; thus, the final output of any MapReduce job is shared across the cluster. YARN MapReduce can also be configured with Lustre or any other global file system providing the intermediate storage space as well as the input/output space. We refer to this as Shared-Storage Architecture (SS) and it is shown in Fig. 4b . For such deployment, each NodeManager is configured with a unique parallel file system location as the intermediate data directory.
We discuss a third system architecture-a hybrid of the above two deployments such that MapReduce can use both the local storages as well as the global file system locations simultaneously for the intermediate data. We refer to this as Hybrid Architecture (Hyb). Both the default YARN MapReduce and HOMR can be configured using any of these architectures. Fig. 4 presents the job execution flow for these three different deployments using HOMR. All of these deployments require the input and output storage space being provided by global file system installations. However, the three deployments have three different intermediate storage configurations. As shown in Fig. 4a , SIO follows the execution flow similar to MapReduce running over any distributed file systems, such as HDFS. Since, Lustre is not utilized for intermediate storage space on this deployment, the RDMA-based shuffle in HOMR is used, which is further discussed in Section 4.3.2. For the SS architecture, we enhance HOMR with different shuffle strategies.
Shuffle Strategies
In this section, we consider two shuffle strategies for HOMR over Lustre while Lustre being used for intermediate data storage. As shown in Fig. 4b , each map stores the intermediate data to the underlying global file system after the completion of map() and local sort. To ensure this, Hadoop's temporary directory is configured with distinct paths in the global file system for each worker node. This ensures that each map stores its output in a separate temporary directory without conflicting with other map tasks' outputs.
Read-Based Shuffle (HOMR-Read)
This shuffle strategy is based on Lustre file system read/ write operations. Since the data generated from completed maps reside in the underlying global file system, direct read operations from the file system necessarily complete the shuffle process for the ReduceTask. To facilitate this, we introduce new read-based copier threads, similar to copiers in the default architecture. These readers can use the Lustre client in the local node to read a particular file residing in the underlying global file system. However, since HOMR employs an SDDM to assign weights for each completed map output, it maintains a limit of how much data a reader can read from a particular map output file. This ensures the availability of data from each completed map location during the merge process as well as minimizes the possibility of swapping out of memory.
In this shuffle strategy, a reader is designed in a way similar to the RDMA copier. Before starting the read operation, these copiers need to know the map output file location information in the Lustre because each node in the cluster uses a separate and distinct temporary directory space for its intermediate data. Each reader thread thus initially uses RDMA to communicate with the corresponding MapHost to get the file location information. HOMRShuffleHandler detects this type of request and sends a message containing the file location information. Since each ReduceTask reads the data from the global file system by itself, the pre-fetch and caching mechanism for these map outputs is kept disabled. However, to facilitate in-memory merge operation with overlapping of reduce phase, ReduceTasks read these files in a shuffle packet size granularity. To avoid multiple file location request-response messages, the map output file location information is stored in a Local Directory File Object (LDFO) cache. This cache, as shown in Fig. 3b , is responsible for keeping track of all map output file location information with an accounting of current read offsets.
RDMA-Based Shuffle (HOMR-RDMA)
This shuffle strategy is based on RDMA-based communication among the NodeManagers and the containers running ReduceTasks. The Greedy Shuffle Algorithm presented in [11] calculates weights for different completed map output locations. As soon as the initial maps start to complete, SDDM assigns the weight of 1.0 so that it brings the entire data from these maps. It continues to do so until the total map data shuffled is close to the memory limit of the ReduceTask. At this point, it starts to reduce the weight for each map location following exponential back-off approach. 1 Although the map output files may be stored in a global file system, reducers fetch these data as if they are residing in a local disk of mappers. Thus, it follows a similar approach of shuffling data from local disks. By choosing this approach, the number of reader processes (ShuffleHandlers in NodeManagers) reading map output files can be kept much smaller compared to all the ReduceTasks themselves reading from the map output files. For fast response during shuffle, pre-fetching and caching of data is kept enabled in this approach.
Optimization in Shuffle Strategies
Both the shuffle strategies discussed in Section 4.3 use SDDM to assign weights for completed maps. This weight resembles the amount of data that will be shuffled on each request and it maintains the requirement of all data to reside in memory so that the merge operations do not have to spill intermediate merged data to disk. However, this in-memory requirement also depends on the shuffle packet size of data. In RDMAbased shuffle, the shuffle packet size is set to 128 KB. However, this optimized packet size may not be ideal for Readbased shuffle approach. Since the performances of file system I/O operations are mostly optimized with large chunk of read or write operations, a higher packet size value may be appropriate here. However, for keeping the merge operations in-memory, a trade-off between different packet sizes is necessary. Moreover, Lustre stripe size and stripe count also need to be tuned first for MapReduce applications. Since, each map operates on a single block, the file system block size parameter in MapReduce is usually set to the Lustre stripe size. To maintain enough data parallelism as well as larger block sizes, a trade-off among different values of Lustre stripe size and stripe count is necessary.
For these reasons, we perform detailed experiments for tuning Lustre stripe size and count as well as optimizing the read and write packet sizes. Since, we utilize Lustre from MapReduce framework by following a black-box approach, we tune Lustre client-side parameters, as mentioned in [29] , [30] . We also choose the optimal number of maps/reduces from our experiments based on the Lustre read/write bandwidth per map/reduce. To conduct these experiments, we have used the IOZone [31] benchmark.
Tuning Stripe Size and Stripe Count. We tune Lustre stripe size and stripe count on different HPC clusters. Fig. 5 presents these experiments for the clusters TACC-Stampede and SDSC-Gordon. The experimental setups for these clusters are described in Section 5.1. To tune Lustre stripe size, we vary from 64 to 1,024 MB. We choose this range to keep the Lustre stripe size similar to the file system block size used in MapReduce. We use 8 concurrent threads to read from or write to Lustre and we measure the average read/ write throughput per process. Figs. 5a and 5b present the results of these experiments. Here, we can see that, with stripe size variation, the write throughput variation is insignificant, whereas the read throughput optimizes at 256 MB. We conduct similar experiments for Lustre stripe count. As shown in Figs. 5c and 5d , the optimum stripe count for both 1. Exponential back-off refers to an algorithm commonly used in network congestion, where a rate of repeated transmission of some data is decreased multiplicatively based on some feedback. the clusters is 2 as we vary this value from 1 to 16. In these experiments, we keep the stripe size equal to 256 MB. In all the subsequent experiments, we use the optimized values for Lustre stripe size and count for the respective clusters.
Optimizing the Number of Readers and Writers. Fig. 6 presents these experiments and the associated results. To conduct these experiments, we vary the number of writer and reader threads on the compute nodes of two different clusters to write data to or read data from Lustre. We collect average throughput per process for each of these experiments and optimize the number of threads based on these values. We choose this metric to ensure that all maps and reduces get the highest possible throughput while reading from or writing to Lustre. We configure each writer (reader) to write (read) 256 MB of data; we vary the record size from 64 to 512 KB. The reason for choosing this range is directly correlated with performing large chunk of I/O operations to minimize the total number of file system operations. We do not go beyond 512 KB to ensure that the shuffled data can be kept in-memory at any point while performing merge and reduce in an overlapping manner. Since the clusters that we use here have large Lustre installations with numerous OSSs, we obtain the highest I/O bandwidth per process with the largest record size, 512 KB. This is evident from the read and write bandwidths presented in Fig. 6 .
From these experiments, we also select the number of concurrent maps/reduces for a particular MapReduce job. Each map performs sequential writes to its map output file, while several maps can run in parallel per node. Thus, to introduce the exact scenario, we vary the number of threads in each of the IOZone experiments from 1 to 32 on each cluster. Each thread is writing a 256 MB file on Lustre with a varying record size from 64 to 512 KB. Figs. 6a and 6b present the results from these experiments. For each record size, we observe that the number of threads that provide the highest average throughput per process varies significantly across clusters.
Similar experiments with read operation over Lustre are performed on the same clusters. These experiments illustrate the scenario of ReduceTasks reading the map output files from Lustre for Read-based shuffle approach. For RDMAbased shuffle, these experiments resemble the number of threads reading from Lustre inside HOMRShuffleHandlers. For these experiments, with 512 KB record size, we observe a trend of decrease in average throughput per process for an increase in number of threads across all the clusters. Figs. 6c and 6d present these observations. This indicates that if we increase the number of reader threads and choose a value of more than 4, the average throughput decreases.
From these observations, we tune the read record size for Lustre to be equal to 512 KB in both of these clusters. This ensures the Lustre I/O with higher granularity as well as maintaining the data from all map tasks in memory. We configure the concurrent map and reduce containers for each cluster to four so that it achieves the highest write throughput on Lustre. For reader threads in Read-based shuffle, we choose one. Four concurrent reducers per node essentially means that four readers would be running per node that will access Lustre at the same time. For SDSCGordon, this choice is obvious since with four reader threads per node the write throughput per process achieves the best result. However for TACC-Stampede, even though single thread provides the best read throughput (Fig. 6c) with 512 KB record size, we choose four concurrent reducers to have the best write throughput (Fig. 6a) as well as obtaining higher task-level parallelism.
Dynamic Adaptation (HOMR-Adaptive)
Both the optimized shuffle strategies discussed in Section 4.3 employ a static way to choose between RDMA and Lustre Read. However, it may not be an intelligent solution to specifically choose one over the other for all submitted jobs in a typical HPC cluster. For example, if several jobs are running concurrently, the Lustre read and write throughput may vary significantly. Also, depending on the Lustre read size granularity, each read operation may provide variable performance. Similarly, if all jobs are trying to utilize RDMA for shuffle, it may saturate the network bandwidth very fast. We validate one of these claims by running a small TeraSort experiment in an in-house cluster with a data size of 10 GB. We conduct two sets of experiments. In one experiment, we run a single TeraSort benchmark in the cluster to have exclusive access on Lustre. However, in the other experiment, we use eight other jobs running and accessing the Lustre concurrently while TeraSort is running. We simulate this scenario with IOZone running multiple processes reading from and writing to Lustre. We profile Lustre read throughput in both these experiments and observe that, with nine concurrent job execution, average read throughput decreases by 44 percent. From this experiment, we also validate that Lustre read performance vary if multiple processes are using Lustre simultaneously, similar to the observations mentioned in [32] . To overcome this variation by utilizing both RDMA and Lustre in the most efficient manner, we introduce dynamic adaptation in choosing shuffle policy. We introduce a profiler, as shown in Fig. 3b , in both ShuffleHandler and ReduceTasks.
Profiler
We design a light-weight, configurable profiling tool that profiles each read-based shuffle performance in the ReduceTask. We keep this profiler also in the HOMRShuffleHandler to do the profiling analysis for data read from intermediate data directories during shuffle phase. Furthermore, we also keep one such profiling instance inside MapTask to enable profiling for write performance on the intermediate storage.
By default, all these profiling operations are disabled. Users can enable the profiling per process through YARN configuration parameters.
Since, Read-based shuffle is more intuitive for HOMR over Lustre deployment with Lustre as intermediate storage, we initially assign all the map output files to Read copiers. Thus, all ReduceTasks start fetching data through Lustre Read operation as mentioned in Section 4.3.1. However, the profiler performs profiling on these read operations, thus measuring the read throughput and accumulating it from Read copier. If the throughput keeps decreasing for consecutive fetch requests over a pre-specified number of Read operations (in our experiments, we set this threshold to three), it informs the Dynamic Adjustment Module to switch the shuffle policy to RDMA for all the rest of the shuffle execution. Another alternative is to choose a random number of copier threads to start RDMA-based shuffle, while the other copiers can still do Read. To keep things simple and avoid book-keeping of meta information for all map locations in both HOMRFetcher and HOMRShuffleHandler, we choose this switching mechanism to operate only once. By doing this, we can also stop profiling after the shuffle switches to RDMA. However, users can choose to keep profiling and switching between RDMA and Read throughout the entire duration of job execution.
Priority Directory Selection
YARN MapReduce can also be configured to run in a hybrid manner of SIO and SS architectures. As shown in Fig. 4c , the intermediate data directory is configured with both local HDD, SSD as well as distinct Lustre locations for each NodeManager. The MapTasks, after completion of map() and sort, write the data to any of the intermediate directories. The directory is chosen in a round-robin manner balancing the load on each of the configured directories during job execution. However, as seen in Fig. 6 , the Lustre performance may vary significantly in different HPC clusters; choosing one directory in a priority manner over the other may lead to significant performance benefits.
We also present evaluations with different intermediate directory configuration across leadership-class HPC clusters. As shown in Fig. 7 , different HPC clusters have different performance characteristics for SIO and SS architectures. For example, SIO provides better job execution performance in SDSC-Gordon (Fig. 7a) compared to TACC-Stampede (Fig. 7b) . We conduct these experiments on four nodes of these clusters with 10 and 20 GB data sizes. We evaluate SIO with SSD and HDD on SDSC-Gordon (Fig. 7a ) and compare them with SS and hybrid architecture. For Hyb, we consider HDD, SSD, and Lustre locations for intermediate data directories. With larger data sizes, Hyb performs better compared to SIO or SS in SDSC-Gordon. However, in TACC-Stampede, SS performs much better compared to SIO which consists only HDDs as the intermediate data directories. Because of the HDD access overhead in TACC-Stampede, the Hyb architecture does not achieve the optimum performance in terms of job execution time, as shown in Fig. 7b .
Furthermore, the SS architecture fails to scale when the number of concurrent maps and reduces increase that are accessing the parallel file system simultaneously. This is illustrated in Fig. 7c . We conduct this experiment on the relatively small Lustre setup at OSU. Here, we run a 10 GB Sort experiment on four nodes and we increase the number of such jobs from two to eight. As the number of jobs increase, the average job execution time increases which causes performance degradation. For example, if we increase the number of concurrent jobs from four to eight, the average job execution time almost doubles.
To overcome this, the profilers in the ReduceTasks are utilized to profile the read performance for each of the configured (local and global) directories. We facilitate this by incorporating locality-aware shuffle in the HOMR design such that the map output files that are residing in the local HDDs or SSDs, are read locally. HOMRShuffleHandler detects whether the shuffle request host is running on the same node as itself and in such cases, it responds with the file location information rather than the content of the map output file. Upon receiving the file location information, the ReduceTasks read the file and store them in-memory.
Dynamic Selection (HOMR-Dynamic)
After profiling all of the intermediate data directories for a threshold number of time (set by a configurable parameter, profilingThreshold), the profiler detects the best data directory based on the average throughput. The Dynamic Adjustment Module then chooses this directory as the priority directory and sends this information to the host NodeManager during subsequent shuffle request. The NodeManager, upon receiving this information, updates the YARN configuration by adding the priority directory, using a configuration parameter hadoop.local.priority.dir. In this way, the Priority Directory Selector in Local Directory Allocator on each of the map processes can select the priority directory after the value is set by the NodeManager. This is illustrated in Fig. 8 .
To minimize the frequency of dynamic update on this configuration parameter, the value of profilingThreshold is doubled each time an update occurs. This policy is useful since it minimizes unnecessary profiling once the maps are completed. However, we keep this policy configurable so that users may choose the factor by which profilingThreshold would be multiplied after each update in the priority directory. Also, different profilers may find different data directories to be the best one if the performance differences among the intermediate data directories are negligible. To avoid this, a minimum performance difference threshold can be mentioned by the users. NodeManagers keep a list of priority directories sent by all the reducers. It then calculates the maximum occurrence of the priority directory and updates YARN configuration files accordingly.
HOMR also incorporates similar profiler in the NodeManager and in the MapTasks. MapTasks profile the write operations to the intermediate storage and based on the profiling, it chooses the priority directory by itself. Since the map output file locations will be propagated after the write phase inside MapTask finishes, mappers do not require to update the priority directory information in the YARN configuration files. However, before any write operation, MapTask checks for any update in priority directory information in the configuration. Thus, in the case of a conflict between ReduceTasks' feedback and its own profiling, it chooses ReduceTasks' selection to ensure faster job completion at the end.
Static Selection (HOMR-Static)
In HOMR, the priority directory can also be selected through the configuration parameter during YARN start-up. Through this static assignment, all maps select the priority directory in a greedy manner to store the map output data. However, if the priority directory becomes full, the Priority Directory Selector automatically chooses the next best location and follows round-robin policy thereafter. Through the static assignment, users can choose the local HDDs or Lustre location as the priority directory if the throughput performance of all the data directories are known in advance. Statically assigning the priority directory to the local HDD (Lustre) does not convert the hybrid architecture to SIO (SS) architecture. Through the static assignment, the Priority Directory Selector chooses the priority disk for map output files only. However, other temporary data (such as, logs, staging for job files, history) may still go to non-priority locations based on the default placement policy.
PERFORMANCE EVALUATION
In this section, we present detailed performance evaluation for HOMR designs over Lustre. We discuss about the experimental setup and then show performance comparisons for each of configurations presented in Fig. 4 . We perform the following set of experiments: 
Experimental Setup
For our experiments, we have used three different clusters.
1) TACC Stampede[4]
. The Stampede supercomputing system at TACC, which is the 10 th fastest supercomputer in the Top 500 [27] list of November 2015, has 6,400 compute nodes. The compute nodes are provisioned with Intel Sandy Bridge (E5-2680) dual octacore processors, 32 GB of memory, 80 GB local HDD, a SE10P (B0-KNC) co-processor and a Mellanox IB FDR MT4099 HCA. The host processors are running CentOS release 6.3 (Final) . This system provides 14 PBs of global storage managed as three Lustre file systems. 2) SDSC Gordon [5] . The Gordon compute cluster at SDSC, which is the 351st fastest supercomputer on the same list, is composed of 1,024 dual-socket compute nodes connected by a dual rail, QDR InfiniBand, 3D torus network. Each compute node in this cluster has two eight-core Intel EM64T Xeon E5 2.6 GHz (Sandy Bridge) processors, 64 GB of DRAM, and 300 GB local SSD with CentOS 6.4 operating system release. The 4 PB Lustre file system is accessible from each compute node via two 10 GigE network interfaces. 2) OSU. This in-house cluster has eight Xeon Dual quadcore operating at 2.67 GHz. Each node is equipped with 24 GB RAM and one 1 TB HDD. Each node is also equipped with MT26428 QDR ConnectX HCAs (32 Gbps) with PCI-Ex Gen2 interfaces. The nodes are interconnected with a Mellanox QDR switch. Each node runs Red Hat Enterprise Linux Server release 6.1 (Santiago). Lustre installation in this cluster has 12 TB capacity and accessible through InfiniBand QDR. Four of these nodes are also equipped with one 300 GB OCZ VeloDrive PCIe SSD. In all our experiments, we have used Hadoop-2.6.0 for our evaluation with Java Development Kit 1.7.0. We evaluate default YARN MapReduce over IPoIB (shown as IPoIB in the graph legends) and compare the performance with HOMR over InfiniBand. 
Evaluation with SIO Architecture
In this section, we evaluate default YARN MapReduce and HOMR with SIO architecture and compare the performances. We use the standard Sort benchmark [33] for this evaluation. Fig. 9 presents these evaluations. Fig. 9a presents the performance comparison between default MapReduce and HOMR with SIO architecture on the OSU cluster. Since there are only eight nodes in this cluster, we vary the data size only in these experiments. HOMR with RDMA-based shuffle achieves 58 percent performance benefit compared to the default MapReduce over IPoIB for 80 GB Sort. We also observe significant performance benefits on SDSC-Gordon and TACC-Stampede clusters with SIO architecture as shown in Figs. 9b and 9c . On SDSC-Gordon, we vary both the cluster size (4 to 16) and the data size (20 to 80 GB) and achieve 36 percent benefit for 80 GB Sort on 16 nodes. However, on TACC-Stampede, we vary the cluster size from 4 to 32 with a data size variation from 20 to 160 GB. Here, we observe 60 percent performance benefit for HOMR compared to default MapReduce. The performance difference across different clusters illustrates the performance difference in accessing the local disks for SIO architecture. Also, RDMA-based HOMR with in-memory based design features are able to extract further benefits because of minimized disk access during job execution.
Evaluation with SS Architecture
In this section, we evaluate default YARN MapReduce and HOMR with SS architecture and compare the performances. We use the same Sort benchmark for these evaluations and these are presented in Fig. 10 . Since in SS architecture, we use two different shuffle approaches and provide a dynamic switching between these two, we evaluate HOMR in three different modes: Read based shuffle (HOMR-Read, 100 percent Read), RDMA based shuffle (HOMR-RDMA, 100 percent RDMA), and dynamic adaptation (HOMR-Adaptive).
As shown in Fig. 10a , we evaluate Sort on eight storage nodes at OSU and vary the data size from 60 to 100 GB. We observe that for smaller data size HOMR-Read performs better compared to HOMR-RDMA. However, with larger data sizes, HOMR-RDMA performs better because of the reduced global file system access through NodeManagers as described in Section 4.3.2. We observe a similar trend on SDSC-Gordon as well where we vary the cluster size from 4 to 16 with a data size variation from 20 to 80 GB. However, on TACC-Stampede, we observe that HOMR-RDMA performs better in any cluster size and data size. Here, we conduct experiments up to 32 nodes with 160 GB data size. In all the experiments, we observe the best performance through HOMR-Adaptive which dynamically adapts to the best shuffle approach. The performance benefits for HOMRAdaptive over the default MapReduce with SS architecture is 26, 32, and 39 percent on Cluster OSU, SDSC-Gordon, and TACC-Stampede, respectively. Compared to the SIO architecture, we observe less benefits in SS because of the increased Lustre access.
Evaluation with Hyb Architecture
In this section, we evaluate default YARN MapReduce and HOMR with Hyb architecture as shown in Fig. 4c and compare the performances. We use the same Sort benchmark for these evaluations and these are presented in Fig. 11 . Since in Hyb architecture, we can select the priority directory in HOMR with both static and dynamic approaches, we evaluate HOMR with both HOMR-Dynamic and HOMR-Static.
For Hyb architecture, we evaluate Sort on each cluster using different local disks and Lustre as intermediate directories. For input and output data, we still use Lustre. On each cluster, we fix the cluster size and vary the data size to see how a hybrid set of intermediate data directories affect the overall job execution time. On OSU cluster, we use the four SSD nodes and vary the data size from 10 to 30 GB. On this cluster, we use RAMDisk, SSD, HDD, and Lustre to provide (Fig. 11b) , we observe 23 and 32 percent performance improvement for HOMRDynamic and HOMR-Static respectively, compared to default MapReduce while running 60 GB Sort. On TACC-Stampede, we use 32 nodes with local HDD and Lustre providing the intermediate data directory space. We vary the data size from 80 to 160 GB and observe 31 percent performance benefit for HOMR-Dynamic compared to default MapReduce with 160 GB Sort. HOMR-Static improves the execution time by 33 percent compared to default MapReduce.
With Hyb architecture, we observe that different clusters have different performance characteristics for both default MapReduce and HOMR. For example, on SDSC-Gordon, we observe better performance with SIO because of the availability of fast SSDs. However, on TACC-Stampede, SS provides better job execution times compared to the slow local HDD on SIO. For HOMR, HOMR-Static achieves better execution times compared to HOMR-Dynamic as it chooses the priority directory from the start of the job execution because of the static assignment during start-up. On the other hand, HOMR-Dynamic initially starts with a roundrobin policy for the intermediate data directories and through profiling it detects the priority directory and then starts using this directory in a greedy manner.
We also evaluate performance with multiple concurrent job executions. Similar to Fig. 7c , we perform this experiment on OSU cluster with each job running 10 GB Sort on four nodes. Intermediate data directory is configured with local HDD and Lustre. We vary the number of concurrent jobs from 2 to 8 and report only the average execution time per job for each. Fig. 12 presents these results. Here, we observe that default MapReduce over IPoIB performs better in Hyb architecture compared to SS because of the added local data directories apart from Lustre. However, HOMR-Dynamic can choose the priority directory in runtime and reduces the average execution time per job by a maximum of 32 percent compared to IPoIB on Hyb architecture. HOMR-Static however reduces the job execution time by 63 percent compared to default MapReduce on Hyb architecture while eight concurrent jobs are running on the cluster. Since the access performance of local disks is better compared to Lustre at OSU cluster, HOMR priority directory design achieves significant benefits by choosing the local directory over Lustre during runtime. Also, the performance difference between HOMR-Static and HOMR-Dynamic increases with more concurrent jobs because of the increased Lustre reads for the latter during the early stage of job execution.
Evaluation with Other Workloads
In this section, we present evaluation with different workloads in different deployment architectures. Fig. 13 presents these evaluations.
We evaluate SWIM [34] on TACC-Stampede with a cluster size of 4. Most of the workloads in SWIM are generated from historical Hadoop traces on large clusters at Facebook. The representative workload that is used here consists of 50 short duration MapReduce jobs. As shown in Fig. 13a , we observe an average benefit of 16 percent in terms of job execution time using SIO architecture. We also evaluate PUMA [35] workloads on TACC-Stampede using SS architecture. We choose three different benchmarks from the PUMA [35] repository. Two of these benchmarks, AdjacencyList (AL) and SelfJoin (SJ), represent shuffle-intensive work-flow, while InvertedIndex (II) represents compute-intensive behavior. As illustrated in Fig. 13b , we observe larger benefits for AL and SJ. We conduct these experiments on eight nodes of TACC-Stampede and observe a maximum of 44 percent performance benefit for AL with a 30 GB data size. We present TeraSort evaluation on SDSC-Gordon using Hyb architecture. We use SSD, HDD, and Lustre as the intermediate data directory for this experiment on a cluster size of 16. We vary the data size from 40 to 120 GB. As shown in Fig. 13c , HOMR-Dynamic achieves 20 percent performance benefit compared to default MapReduce, whereas HOMR-Static outperforms the same by 32 percent for 120 GB data size.
System Resource Utilization
To measure different system resource parameters, we use Linux performance monitoring tool, sar, provided as a part of the sysstat package. We use an interval of 2 seconds to report each parameter usage on every nodes in the cluster and then use average across all nodes. Since CPU and memory usages for all the architectures are almost similar, we present evaluation only for SS here because of space limitation. We measure these parameters for a Sort benchmark running on four nodes in TACC-Stampede with a data size of 40 GB. Fig. 14 presents these results. Fig. 14a shows the CPU utilization for the entire job duration of the Sort benchmark. To evaluate the CPU utilization, we measure the system idle% using sar and subtract this from 100 to obtain CPU usage at each point. Here, we observe that the CPU usage for default MapReduce over IPoIB is larger during the early stage of job execution and it reduces throughout the rest of the execution. However, HOMR-Adaptive has a higher CPU usage at the end of the job execution. During this period, the shuffle, merge, and reduce phases overlap with each other to complete the job execution fast.
For memory usage, we use %memused parameter from sar report and do average across all nodes. As shown in Fig. 14b , although our design uses slightly more memory compared to default MapReduce, it can make progress much faster. The reason behind higher memory consumption is caching for both the shuffle approaches.
In Fig. 14c , we compare the amount of data shuffle through Read and RDMA in our adaptive approach. As we can see, the initial stage uses Lustre read and to get maximum throughput, our design tries to read as much data as possible during the early stage of job execution. However, as soon as more concurrent tasks start reading from Lustre, our design switches to RDMA-based data transfer and thus achieves better network efficiency at the end. For default Hadoop, we skip this usage report since the data read from Lustre is exactly similar to the data shuffled over the network.
In Fig. 14d , we present the comparison of shuffled data transfer during the job execution for SIO architecture. Since, in this architecture, only RDMA-based shuffle takes place, we present the average data transfer from a single HOMRShuffleHandler to all ReduceTasks at each point of time during the job execution. It clearly shows that the default architecture over IPoIB cannot take advantage of the network bandwidth; it transfers data during the entire job execution process with an average throughput of only 24.75 MB/sec in Cluster TACC-Stampede. For HOMR, as soon as the map phase completes, it utilizes the network efficiently and achieves an average throughput of 77 MB/sec, thus observing 211 percent improvement over default architecture.
We also present map output data distribution in different intermediate directories for the Hyb architecture. Fig. 15 presents these results. We perform a 20 GB Sort experiment on four OSU storage nodes using SSD, HDD, and Lustre locations as intermediate data directory. We report the amount of map output data that is written during the job execution to these different storages for both default MapReduce and HOMR. As default MapReduce employs round-robin policy to determine the current local directory, all the storage locations are used in a balanced way as shown in Fig. 15a . However, although HOMR-Dynamic starts with a round-robin policy, it soon detects the SSDs as faster storage locations through profiling and utilizes SSDs more compared to other storages later. This is illustrated in Fig. 15b . HOMR-Static, being configured with the SSDs as the priority directory, chooses SSDs for all the map output data. However, it still chooses other storages for other temporary data as shown in Fig. 15c . Here, we only present those data that has been stored during the map phase of the job execution.
Based on the map output location, ReduceTasks shuffle or read the data from appropriate places. Since the amount of data read/shuffled is equal to the amount of data written by maps, we skip presenting these for space limitation.
RELATED WORK
Apart from the recent works mentioned in Table 2 , many other prior research have dealt with improving the performance of HDFS by exploring the interoperability between HDFS and existing POSIX-compliant parallel file systems such as PVFS [37] , Ceph [38] , etc. These studies either provide interfaces that the Hadoop environment can use with the corresponding file system, or propose HDFS-specific optimizations in their file system which makes it compatible for use in the Hadoop ecosystem. A hybrid architecture of HDFS, Triple-H [13] , presents a new design for HDFS that supports Lustre access through HDFS and bring down significant performance bottlenecks in the existing architecture. Other storage architectures, like MixApart [39] , enable scale-out of data analytics by using a cache layer at the compute nodes and intelligent schedulers to utilize the shared storage efficiently for MapReduce framework. Regarding tuning Lustre performance, many works [32] , [40] have been proposed in the literature. Although our observations for variable Lustre performance are similar to [32] , we choose different management policies to cope with the variability because of the interactions among different execution phases during MapReduce application runtime. Research work like [20] , [21] have studied the implications of using Lustre as the back-end file system for MapReduce jobs and showed that with the availability of high-bandwidth network, significantly better clustered file system performance with Hadoop is possible. In [22] , the authors have evaluated the performance of the YARN architecture over Lustre file systems. In our prior works [10] , [23] , we have shown that our preliminary versions of RDMAenhanced MapReduce can provide much higher performance gains compared to the default MapReduce over Lustre. However, in this paper, we have considered further design enhancements for three different deployments of MapReduce over Lustre with advanced intermediate data placement strategies and shuffle approaches.
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